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Squares: 
Size Code   Size Code
1½ CG R1   9½ CG R9  

2½ CG R2   10½ CG R10  

3½ CG R3   11½ CG R11  

4½ CG R4   12½  CG R12  

5½ CG R5   15½  CG R15  

6½ CG R6   16½ CG R16  

7½  CG R7   18½ CG R1818  

8½ CG R8   20½ CG R20  

 

Rectangles: 
Size Code   Size Code  
1 x 6 CG R106   4½ x 8½ CG R48  

1 x 12 CG R112   4½ x 12½ CG R412  

    4½ x 18½ CG R418  

1½ x 6½ CG R1565      

1½ x 12½ CG R15125   6½ x 12½ CG R612  

    6½ x 18½ CG R18  

2½ x 4½ CG R2545   6½ x 24½ CG R24  

2½ x 12½ CG R212      

2½ x 18½ CG R218   8½ x 12½ CG R812  

2½ x 24½ CG R224   8½ x 18½ CG R818  

2½ x 36½ CG R236   8½ x 24½ CG R824  

       

3½ x 6½ CG R36   12½ x 18½ CG R1218  

3½ x 12½ CG R312   12½ x 24½ CG R1224  

3½ x 18½ CG R318      

3½ x 24½ CG R324      
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Fussy Cut Squares: 
Size Code  
6½ CG RSQ6  

8½ CG RSQ8  

9½ CG RSQ9  

12½ CG RSQ12  

14½ CG RSQ14  

 
 

Basic Range: 
Size Code  
6 x 6 CG RBR2  

6 x 12 CG RBR5  

6 x 24 CG RBR6  

 
 
 
 
 

Triangles, Angles & Wedges: 
 

 

10 Degree Triangle Ruler 
Sew together 36 of these 10 degree triangles to create a complete 
circle, 18 to create a half-circle or 9 to create a quarter-circle.  Create 
Fans, Dresden Plates, etc up to a finished size of 31½ inches. 
Length: 16 inches. 
Code: CG RT10    

 

10 Degree Wedge Ruler 
The 10 degree wedge creates wonderful circular quilts. 36 wedge 
pieces make circles up to 45 inches.  Or use the same wedge to cut 
extensions to create a circle up to 66 inches. 
Length: 22 inches. 
Code: CG RCP1    
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15 Degree Triangle Ruler 
Sew together 24 of these 15 degree triangles to create a complete 
circle, 12 to create a half-circle or 6 to create a quarter-circle.  Create 
Fans, Dresden Plates, etc up to a finished size of 18 inches. 
Length: 9.5 inches. 
Code: CG RT15    

 

15 Degree Triangle Ruler 
Sew together 24 triangles to create a complete circle; 12 to create a 
half-circle; or 6 to create a quarter-circle. Create Fans, Dresden Plates, 
etc. up to a finished size of 48 inches. 
Length: 24 inches. 
Code: CG REU1    

 

22½ Degree Triangle Ruler 
Sew together 16 of these 22½ degree triangles to create a complete 
circle.  Use 8 to create a half-circle and 4 to create a quarter-circle. 
Use this ruler to make Fans, Dresden Plates, etc. up to a finished size 
of 36 inches.  
Length: 18½ inches. 
Code: CG REU3    

 

22½ Degree Triangle Ruler 
Sew together 16 of these 22½ degree triangles to create a complete 
circle, 8 to create a half-circle or 4 to create a quarter-circle.  Create 
Fans, Dresden Plates, etc up to a finished size of 18 inches.  
Length: 9½ inches. 
Code: CG RT225   

 

30 Degree Triangle Ruler 
Sew together 12 triangles to create a complete a full circle, 6 to create 
a half-circle or 3 to create a quarter-circle. Make pieced arcs and 
circles up to a finished size of 38 inches.  This ruler includes 30, 45 
and 60 degree angles.  
Length: 19½ inches. 
Code: CG RSG1   
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8 inch 45 Degree Half Square Triangle 
This 45 degree triangle cuts half-square triangles up to a finished size 
of 8 inches.  Since the tip is trimmed, all squares and triangles can be 
cut from the same strips of fabric.  
Length: 8½ inches. 
Code: CG RT45    

 

45/90 Degree Triangle 
This multi-sized ruler features easy to read black and white markings. 
The maths required to cut these angles is incorporated into these 
markings.  Use the 45 degree side to cut half-square triangles from 
fabric strips up to 5½ inches wide.  Turn it around to cut 90 degree 
triangles that finish up to 5 inches.  
Code: CG RMS4590   

 

60 Degree 8½ inch Triangle 
Cut 30 and 60 degree angles (up to a height of 8 inches).  This 60 
degree triangle features easy-to-read black and white markings.  
Length: 8½ inches. 
Code: CG RT60    

 

60 Degree 12½ inch Triangle 
Cut 30 and 60 degree angles (up to a height of 12 inches).  This 60 
degree triangle features easy-to-read black and white markings. 
Length: 12½ inches. 
Code: CG RT12560   

 

Half 60 Degree Triangle Ruler 
Use the Half 60 Triangle to cut setting triangles for the Creative Grids 
60 degree triangle rulers (CG RT60 and CG RT12560.)  Sew two 
triangles together to create a 60 degree triangle or half rectangle.  Or 
cut a wide variety of shapes that will fit into a 60 degree grid. 
Length: 12½ inches. 
Code: CG RT30    
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8 inch 90 Degree Quarter Square Triangle 
This 90 degree triangle cuts quarter triangles up to a finished size of 8 
inches.  Since the tip is trimmed, all squares and triangles can be cut 
from the same strip of fabric.  Sew 4 together to create quarter square 
triangles up to a finished size of 16 inches.  A ¼ inch dashed line is 
printed on each side of the centre vertical line so you can cut 45 
degree triangles that include the seam allowance.  A dashed ¼ inch 
seam allowance is printed around the entire edge of the ruler. 
Length: 8½ inches. 
Code: CG RT90    
120 Degree Triangle Ruler 
Use the straight side of this triple strip ruler to cut 1½ inch and 2½ 
inch strips.  Sew these strips together to create a 6½ inch wide strip 
set.  Turn-a-Round the ruler to cut 120 degree triangles that finish to 
a height of 6 inches.  Flip the ruler around 180 degrees to continue to 
cut without wasting any fabric.  The markings on the ruler allow you 
to cut 120 degree triangles from 2½, 4½ or 6½ inch strip sets. 
Code: CG R120R   

 

2 Peaks in 1 Multi-Size Triangle Ruler 
Cut triangles with a ratio of 2 to 1 to create a 2 Peaks in 1 block for 
blocks from 1 inch to 6 inches. Ruler markings show finished size as 
well as the cut size of the strip. 
Code: CG R2P1    

 

7/8in Triangle Ruler 
Take the maths out of cutting half-square triangles (adding 7/8 inch to 
the finished size of half-square triangles).  Solid black lines are marked 
at 7/8 inch 1 7/8 inch, 2 7/8 inch, 3 7/8 inch, 4 7/8 inch and 5 7/8 
inch to make it easy to cut the strips and squares needed to create 
half-square triangles. 
Code: CG R78    

 

9 inch Perfect Rectangle Ruler 
Cut proportional Perfect Rectangle blocks that finish to 9 inches.  Since 
the tip is trimmed, all triangles can be cut from the same strips of 
fabric.  This triangle is one of a series of rulers that share the same 
markings and work together to cut your favourite triangle shapes.  It 
features ¼ inch grip around the entire outside edge that holds fabric 
when cutting. 
Length: 9½ inches. 
Code: CG RTMT3   
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9 inch Triangle in a Square 
Cut proportional Triangle Squared blocks that finish to 9 inches.  Since 
the tip is trimmed, all triangles can be cut from the same strips of 
fabric.  This triangle is one of a series of rulers that share the same 
markings and work together to cut your favourite triangle shapes.  It 
features ¼ inch grip around the entire outside edge that holds fabric 
when cutting. 
Length: 9½ inches. 
Code: CG RTMT2   

 

Angle Finder 8 x 3½ inches 
Create perfect mitered bindings on corners with angles of 60, 90, 120 
and 135 degrees.  Cut bindings from strips and then use this ruler to 
cut the angles to miter each corner.  Continuous binding is no longer 
required.  Holes drilled ¼ inch away from each corner, make it easy to 
mark the seam allowance. 
Code: CG RAF    

 

Alaska Ruler 
The Alaska Ruler cuts a multitude of shapes in a variety of sizes.  Cut 
45 degree wedges, diamonds, squares and half square triangles all 
with the same ruler!  The instructions include how to make a basic 
kaleidoscope block as well as an Alaska block in four different sizes, 
from 9 to 16 inches. 
Code: CG RLBQ1   

 

Cottage Ruler 
This multi-purpose 5½ x 8½ inch Cottage ruler is a smaller version of 
the House ruler (Order Code: CG RQB1) and is designed to cut a 
multitude of shapes - half-square triangles, quarter-square triangles, 
trapezoids, parallelograms, diamonds from squares and rectangles. 
House shapes and barn shapes are fast, easy and accurate to cut with 
this one ruler. 
Code: CG RQB2   

 

House Ruler 
This multi-purpose 9½ x 12 inch House ruler is designed to cut a 
multitude of shapes - half-square triangles, quarter-square triangles, 
trapezoids, parallelograms, diamonds from squares and rectangles. 
House shapes and barn shapes are fast, easy and accurate to cut with 
this one ruler.  This ruler is the larger version of the Cottage Ruler 
(Order Code: CG RQB2). 
Code: CG RQB1   
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Half Rectangle Trim Tool 
The Half Rectangle Trim Tool makes half rectangle units in 7 different 
sizes. Make the half rectangle units with either a right or left slanting 
seam. Cutting chart is printed right on the tool, along with trim lines 
for perfect half rectangle units every time. A and B trims make it easy 
to line up the triangles for sewing. Since half rectangles have a 
different angle than half square triangles, an extra 1/8 inch indent is 
added in the final trimming so that when sewn into a project, the 
seam lines will go corner to corner. 
Code: CG RDH6 

 

Half-Square 4 in 1 Triangle Ruler 
Create half-square triangles in multiple sizes using the same tool. 
Whichever technique is used in the pattern you choose can be 
completed with this ruler. 
Length: 3½ inches. 
Code: CG RBH1   

 

Kaleidoscope or Dresden Plate Triangle Ruler 
Use this 45 degree Kaleidoscope ruler to cut designs created with 8 
separate 45 degree triangle units such as kaleidoscopes and Dresden 
Plate blocks.  These triangles can also be pieced into a saw tooth 
border.  Cut triangles to a finished height of 8 inches to piece blocks 
that measure up to a finished size of 16 inches. A ¼ inch dashed line 
is printed on each side of the centre vertical line so you can cut 22½ 
degree triangles that include the seam allowance. 
Length: 8½ inches. 
Code: CG RTKAL45   

 

Mini Side Set Triangle Ruler 1in to 6in 
Cutting the side-setting triangles to set & quilt on point has never 
been easier.  Same fabric cutting these triangles from strips-step by 
step instructions included. 
Code: CG RMSS   

 

Starburst 30 Degree Triangle Ruler 
Sew together twelve 30 degree triangles to create a complete circle, 
six to create a half-circle or three to create a quarter-circle.  Or, use 
the angles to create a variety of intricate 12 inch finished blocks - no 
paper templates required! 
Code: CG RISE30   
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Spider Web Ruler 
This double duty ruler creates a variety of blocks using 3 inch to 10 
inch strips or strata widths.  Once you have cut the triangles, 
reposition the ruler to cut the background kite and/or corner shapes. 
Depending on the positioning of the light and dark fabrics, the finished 
blocks resemble a spider web or a four-pieced star. 
Code: CG RKA6    

 

Strippy Stars Tool 
Quickly and easily make star point units in 8 sizes from squares and 
strips with the cutting requirements for each is printed right on the 
ruler! 
Code: CG RDH2   

 
 

Circles: 
 

 

5 Discs 
The Creative Grids Circles include a set of templates in five different 
sizes: 2½, 3½, 4½, 5½ and 6½ inches.  45 degree angles are 
marked on each circle.  Use these circles to cut perfect Yo-Yo's, 
appliques, or as a quilting template for marking curves and circles. 
Code: CG RCRCL   

 

Circle Savvy Ruler 
Cut circles, semi-circles and quarter-circles from 3 inches to 15½ 
inches and every half inch in between.  Cut a freezer paper template 
to the finished size and then cut the fabric ½ inch larger to add the 
seam allowance.  Or, if you prefer piecing curves, cut the background 
and the circles with the same ruler. 
Code: CG RSAV1   

 

Double Wedding Ring Template Set 
This Double Wedding Ring Template set designed by Judy Niemeyer 
works with all of her double wedding ring patterns.  Or use these 17¼ 
inch templates to cut the segments needed to create a double 
wedding ring quilt.  All of the curves can be cut with a 45mm or 60mm 
rotary cutter. 
Code: CG RDWR   
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The Hole Thing Template 
Trace perfect circles every time in sizes ranging from ¼ to 3 inches 
and every quarter inch between.  The larger circles have 8 tick marks 
printed around the circles to aid in placement.  The Hole Thing is the 
perfect tool to trace circles for appliques, berries, flower centres, yo 
yos and button covers.  3 of the holes are strategically placed so that 
it will fit in a notebook.  
Code: CG RTPHT   

 

Ovals All Ways Ruler 
The Ovals All Ways Ruler cuts ovals, semi-ovals and quarter-ovals 
from 3 x 4½ inches to 8½ x 10 inches and every half-inch between. 
Since this ruler is designed to be used in multiple ways, additional 
markings are included to for techniques such as fusible applique, 
piecing and turned-edge applique. 
Code: CG RKAOVAL   

 
 

Diamonds: 
 

 

45 Degree Diamond Dimensions Ruler 
Increase your diamond design possibilities by cutting chevrons, half 
diamonds, quarter diamonds and traditional diamonds from strip sets. 
This 8 inch 45 Degree Diamond Dimensions ruler includes all of the 
markings required to take your quilts to the next level. 
Code: CG REU2    

 

60 Degree Diamond Ruler 
Increase your diamond design possibilities with the 60 degree 
Diamond Ruler.  Cut 60 degree diamonds up to 8½ inches, hexagons 
up to 8½ inches and 60 degree triangles up to 8½ inches.  Maximise 
the design potential by cutting them from strip sets.  There are even 
markings included to cut 120 degree side setting triangles. 
Code: CG R60DIA   
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60 Degree Diamond Mini Ruler 
Meet the Mini 60 Degree Diamond Ruler!  It has all of the great 
features of the original 60 degree Diamond Ruler (CG R60DIA) but in a 
smaller, easier to manipulate size for smaller projects!  The mini cuts 
60 degree diamonds up to 4½ inches; hexies up to 4½ inches; and 60 
degree triangles up to 4½ inches.  Maximise the design potential by 
cutting them from strip sets. 
Code: CG R60DIAMINI   

 
 

Binding and Seam Guides: 
 

 

Bias Binding Simplified Ruler 
The Bias Binding Simplified Ruler has markings to easily cut 2¼ inch 
or 2½ inch binding.   
Code: CG RABB1   

 

9 inch Seam Guide Tool 
This ½ x 9 inch seam marking tool is long enough to mark the 
diagonal of a 6½ inch square.  Mark through the slotted centre with 
any mechanical pencil and sew ¼ inch on each side of the tool.  Or 
mark the sewing line by drawing on both outside edges.  The 
exclusive grip holds the tool in place while marking, the perfect tool 
when making half square triangles!  
Code: CG RSMN9   

 

15 inch Seam Guide Tool 
This ½  x 15 inch seam marking tool is long enough to mark the 
diagonal of a 10 inch square. Mark through the slotted centre with any 
mechanical pencil and sew ¼ inch on each side of the tool.  Or mark 
the sewing line by drawing on both outside edges.  The exclusive grip 
holds the tool in place while marking, the perfect tool when making 
half square triangles! 
Code: CG RSMN15   
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Cats Craddle: 
 

 

Cats Cradle Ruler 
Make Cats Cradle units quickly, easily and accurately, two at a time 
from squares and rectangles.  You never cut a single triangle, but with 
the Cats Cradle tool you end up with perfect triangles in your finished 
blocks every time.  Create six sizes from 1½ inches to 4 inches 
finished blocks - the cutting requirements for each is printed right on 
the ruler! 
Code: CG RDH1   

 

Cats Cradle Ruler XL 
Double your fun by creating two Cat's Cradle XL units from each set of 
squares and rectangles.  Trim the blocks with the Cat's Cradle XL Tool 
to create perfect triangle blocks without ever cutting a single triangle! 
Create 8 different sizes, ranging from 4½ to 8 inches finished, with 
the cutting requirements for each is printed right on the ruler! 
Code: CG RDH1XL   

 
 

Flying Geese: 
 

 

Multi-Size 6in Flying Geese 45/90 Degree Ruler 
The Multi-Size 6 inch Flying Geese 45/90 Degree Ruler combines 45 
and 90 degree triangles in one tool.  Cut flying geese units up to a 
finished size of 6 x 12 inches, cut half-square triangles up to a finished 
size of 6 or cut quarter-square triangles up to a finished size of 12 
inches. 
Code: CG RMSFG4590   

 

Ultimate Flying Geese Template 
Very fast, easy and accurate!  Make 4 Flying Geese at one time as the 
printed cutting chart on the ruler works for TWO different methods! 
Or, oversize your favourite method for making Flying Geese, then use 
the Ultimate Flying Geese Tool to trim to perfection.  Creating 8 sizes 
from 1 x 2 inch up to 4 x 8 inch finished blocks, with the cutting 
requirements for each size is printed right on the ruler!  Or, use your 
favourite method and create oversized units and then trim them down 
to perfection. 
Code: CG RDH4   
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Hexagon: 
 

 

Hexagon Trim Tool 
Create perfect pieced hexagons with 2, 4 or 6 inch finished centres by 
squaring up each round of strips as you go.  Since each round is 
squared up before the next set is added, the blocks created are 
perfect hexagons.  Or use the markings to cut 2 to 8 inch finished 
hexagons & every even size in between.  Note: This tool cuts finished 
hexagons that measure 8 inches from side to side. 
Code: CG RJAW4   

 
 

Itty Bitty: 
 

 

Itty-Bitty 8ths Rectangle 3 x 7 inch Ruler 
This 3 x 7 inch Itty Bitty Eights Rectangle Ruler features easy to read 
⅛ inch markings.  The black and white dashed eighth inch markings 
show on both light and dark fabrics.  The dashed 1 inch grid lines 
ensure accuracy when cutting pieces for miniature quilts.  Refer to the 
black diamonds when cutting ⅛ inch units and the white diamonds 
when cutting ¼ inch units. 
Code: CG RPRG1   

 

Itty-Bitty 8ths Square 6 x 6 inch Ruler 
This 6 inch Itty Bitty Eights Square Ruler designed features easy to 
read ⅛ inch markings.  The black and white dashed eighth inch 
markings show on both light and dark fabrics.  The dashed 1 inch grid 
lines ensure accuracy when cutting pieces for miniature quilts.  Refer 
to the black diamonds when cutting ⅛ inch strips and the white 
diamonds when cutting ¼ inch increments. 
Code: CG RPRG2   

 

Charming Itty Bitty Eights 
This easy to manipulate 5 x 15 inch Charming Itty Bitty Eights Ruler is 
the perfect size to cut 5 inch charm squares quickly and easily.  The 
dashed one inch markings increase visibility and improves accuracy, 
also highlighting ⅛ inch markings which are hard to use on traditional 
rulers.  The black and white dashed ⅛ inch markings show on both 
light and dark fabrics and ensure accuracy when cutting pieces for 
miniature quilts.  The 3/16th inch marking printed along the length of 
each side of the ruler are the perfect width for cutting wool bias strips 
for applique. 
Code: CG RPRG3   
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Itty Bitty 8ths Square 15 x 15 inch 
This 15 inch Itty-Bitty Eights Square Ruler features easy to read ⅛ 
inch markings.  The black and white dashed eighth inch markings 
show on both light and dark fabrics.  The dashed 1 inch grid lines 
ensure accuracy when cutting pieces for miniature quilts.  Refer to the 
black diamonds when cutting ⅛ inch strips, the white diamonds when 
cutting ¼ inch increments.  45 degree angles are marked from corner 
to corner - perfect for squaring up blocks. 
Code: CG RPRG4   

 

Itty Bitty 8ths Rectangle 8 x 24 inch 
The 8 inch by 24 inch Itty-Bitty Eights Rectangle Ruler features easy 
to read ⅛ inch markings.  The black and white dashed eighth inch 
markings show on both light and dark fabrics.   The dashed 1 inch grid 
lines ensure accuracy when cutting pieces for miniature quilts. Refer to 
the black diamonds when cutting ⅛ inch units, the white diamonds 
when cutting ¼ inch units. 
Code: CG RPRG5   

 
 

Log Cabin: 
 

 

Log Cabin Trim Tool 4 Inch 
The 4 inch Log Cabin Trim Tool Template features exclusive markings 
to create perfect finished Log Cabin, Half Log Cabin or Courthouse 
Steps blocks.  After adding each round of logs, place the appropriate 
centring square on the ruler over the 1½  inch finished centre square 
and trim. S ince each round is squared up before the next set of logs 
are added, the results are spectacular.  The suggested strip widths are 
printed right on the template! 
Code: CG RJAWMN4   

 

Log Cabin Trim Tool 6 Inch 
The 6 inch Log Cabin Trim Tool Template features exclusive markings 
to create perfect finished Log Cabin, Half Log Cabin or Courthouse 
Steps blocks.  After adding each round of logs, place the appropriate 
centring square on the ruler over the 1½ inch finished centre square 
and trim.  Since each round is squared up before the next set of logs 
are added, the results are spectacular.  The suggested strip widths are 
printed right on the template! 
Code: CG RJAWMN6   
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Log Cabin Trim Tool 8 inch 
The Log Cabin Ruler features exclusive markings to help you create 
perfect 8 inch finished Log Cabin, Half Log Cabin, or Courthouse Steps 
blocks.  After adding each round of "logs", place the appropriate 
centring square on the ruler over the 2 inch finished centre and trim. 
Since each round is squared up before the next set of logs are added, 
the results are spectacular. 
Code: CG RJAW1   

 

Log Cabin Trim Tool 2 
The Log Cabin Trim Tool 2 Ruler features exclusive markings to help 
you create perfect 6 inch and 12 inch finished Log Cabin, Half Log 
Cabin or Courthouse Steps blocks.  After adding each round of "logs", 
place the appropriate centring square on the ruler over the finished 
centre square and trim.  Each round of logs is squared up before the 
next set of logs is added, so results are spectacular. 
Code: CG RJAW2   

 

10 inch Log Cabin Trim Tool Duo 
The 10 inch Log Cabin Trim Tool Duo features exclusive markings to 
create perfect finished Log Cabin, Half Log Cabin or Courthouse Steps 
blocks up to 10 inches.  But, in this case, there are two sets of 
markings; one set for 1 inch finished logs and additional markings for 
½ inch finished logs.  Make log cabin blocks with all the same width of 
strips or combine the 2 widths for limitless design potential!  After 
adding each round of logs, place the appropriate centring square on 
the ruler over the centre square of the block and trim.  Since each 
round is squared up before the next set of logs are added, the results 
are spectacular. 
Code: CG RJAW10   

 

10 inch Wonky Log Cabin Trim Tool 
The 10in Wonky Log Cabin Trim Tool puts a fun twist on a traditional 
block. This one is designed to work with 2.5 inch strips for both the 
logs and centre squares making it precut friendly. After adding each 
round of logs, place the appropriate centering square on the ruler over 
the centre square of the block and trim. Since each round is trimmed 
before adding the next one, your final trim squares up the block 
making it ready to be used in your project.. 
Code: CG RJAW13   
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Curvy Log Cabin Trim Tool 4 inch 
Create the illusion of curves with this 4 inch version of the Curvy Log 
Cabin Trim Tool.  Sew 4 blocks together to, piece a circle which 
finishes to 8 inches.  Combine these blocks with other 4 inch blocks for 
unlimited design possibilities. 
Code: CG RJAW6MINI   

 

Curvy Log Cabin Trim Tool 6 inch 
Create the illusion of curves with this 6 inch version of the Curvy Log 
Cabin Trim Tool.  Mark the wrong side of the centre square through 
the holes on the ruler to ensure a perfect seam allowance.  Then sew 
a round - two narrow strips and two wide strips and trim.  Add 2 more 
rounds to complete a perfect 6 inch finished block.  Sew 4 blocks 
together to piece a circle which finishes to 12 inches.  Combine these 
blocks with other blocks for unlimited design possibilities. 
Code: CG RJAW6   

 

Curvy Log Cabin Trim Tool 8 inch 
Create the illusion of curves with this Curvy Log Cabin Trim Tool. Sew 
4 blocks together to piece a circle.  Sewing narrow strips to 2 
adjoining sides of the centre square and wide strips to the remaining 
two sides create the curve.  Mark the wrong side of the centre square 
through the holes on the ruler to ensure a perfect seam allowance. 
Then sew a round - 2 narrow and 2 wide and trim.  Add 2 more 
rounds to complete a perfect 8 inch finished block.  The cutting 
requirements for the centre square and the narrow and wide strips are 
printed right on the ruler.  Combine these blocks with the original Log 
Cabin Trim Tool (CG RJAW1) which makes traditional log cabins, 
courthouse steps and half log cabins. 
Code: CG RJAW5   
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Machine Quilting Tools (Designed by Angela Walters): 
 

 

Archie 
Quilting symmetrical arches can be tricky!  Have you ever noticed that 
one side can look great while the other looks not so great?  Don't get 
discouraged, get Archie!  Designed by Angela Walters, Archie is the 
perfect ruler for quilting arches in 2 inch borders or as an edge to 
edge machine quilting design. Whether you use a home sewing 
machine or a longarm, Archie is perfect for machine quilting 
Symmetrical Arches, Alternating Arcs, Pointy Clamshells, Elongated 
Orange Peels and Continuous Curves.   
Reference lines in two colors, allowing you to machine quilt several 
different designs with ease and without marking! - Fits easily in your 
hand and is perfect for all machine quilters from brand new to 
experienced.  High grade, 1/4in thick acrylic. 
Code: CG RQTA3   

 

Chevy 
Chevy is a little pointy, a little curvy and very versatile.  With both a 
straight side and a curvy side, there are so many ways that this tool 
can help you improve your quilting!  Use the straight side for stitching 
in the ditch and echoing, turning the corner without rotating the ruler, 
echoing two sides of a block easily without marking the pivot point 
and adding chevron designs all over a quilt, or as a border.  Use the 
curvy side for adding a subtle, curvy line, stitching offset, rounded 
rectangles by changing direction and segmenting borders. 
Code: CG RQTA7   

 

Dot 
Dot is like getting two rulers in one, making it an all around functional 
tool to have around.  Quilt along the outside to create straight line in 
different angles or quilt along the inside to create beautiful curvy, 
pointy shapes. 
Code: CG RQTA11   

 

Elvira 
Meet Elvira, your new favourite curvy ruler!  She not only looks 
beautiful, she's quite handy when quilting wavy lines or continuous 
curve lines.  Elvira can quilt multiple arcs in multiple directions without 
rotating your quilt (or working from the back of your foot)!  Use her 
for quilting continuous curve blocks (2 inch squares are her specialty!), 
adding a series of curves along a row of blocks and quilting all sides of 
a square, no matter what foot you use! 
Code: CG RQTA6   
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Petunia 
This Machine Quilting Tool is pretty as a flower!  Petunia is the perfect 
tool for creating curvy flower shapes, perfect circles and more.  You 
can quilt along the outside edge to create stunning floral shapes or 
quilt along the inside edge for beautiful circles and arcs.  You can even 
combine the two to create even more designs for your quilt top! 
Code: CG RQTA10   

 

Shelly 
Shelly is your new quilting best friend!  Efficient and beautiful quilting 
is her specialty.  With her you can quilt the same sized Clamshell 
design from either side of the ruler.  That means you don't have to 
rotate the quilt and you can quilt from any side of your quilting foot. 
The Clamshell design can be classically quilted for an open traditional 
feel or given a modern update by flipping it around to create Orange 
Peel or rotate to create beautiful flower motifs, arcs, leaves and more. 
Code: CG RQTA8   
Code: CG RQTA8LS  (Low Shank) 

 

Shorty 
Hand-sized is the perfect size, at least when it comes to home 
machine quilting with rulers.  Shorty is just the right size to get the job 
done without being too big and inconvenient.  Curved edges allow for 
versatile designs; and needle stop notches help you stop in the right 
spot every time.  Use it for straight line quilting, concentric squares, 
border designs, stitching in the ditch and geometric quilting. 
Code: CG RQTA1   

 

Sid 
Sid is a little bit straight, a little curvy and completely devoted to 
helping you create some amazing designs.  Using Sid's straight side, 
quilting straight lines is a snap.  Not only does he have a nice long 
straight edge, needle stops on both sides will help you get perfect 
spacing between your lines.  The marked line also help you end up 
exactly where you want.  Using the Cut Out Centre will help you 
master stitching in the seams of your quilt by keeping you on track. 
Or you can rotate the ruler to create intricate designs such as the 
starburst design.  Using the Curvy side, quilt brackets.  The Bracket 
quilting design is a slightly curvy, slightly pointy design that's perfect 
for skinny border, repeated as an all over design or perfect for quilting 
blocks.  You can also use Sid to quilt piano key border designs without 
having to rotate the ruler.  Also, use the 45 degree lines for mitered 
corner designs. 
Code: CG RQTA9   
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Slim 
Want to master machine quilting with rulers but not sure where to 
start?  It's time for you to meet Slim, your new home machine quilting 
best friend.  This versatile ruler is the perfect way to finally get 
comfortable using rulers while machine quilting.  Curved edges allow 
for versatile designs and the perfect length, just long enough to quilt 
lines in any direction without being too cumbersome.  Use it for 
straight line quilting, concentric squares, border designs, stitching in 
the ditch and geometric quilting. 
Code: CG RQTA2   

 

Smiley 
Smiley is sure to put a grin on your face!  Quilting arc shapes doesn't 
have to be tricky or difficult.  Smiley's handy needle stops on both 
sides means that you get a perfectly pointed arc each time.  Smiley 
includes two differently sized arcs for even more versatility. 
Code: CG RQTA12   

 

Squiggy 
Squiggy may look different that your normal machine quilting ruler, 
but it will become your go-to ruler for machine quilting serpentine 
lines and wavy designs.  The serpentine line is a curvy design that's 
perfect for 2 and 3 inch quilt borders and sashings as well as quilting 
them from top to bottom, bottom to top, left to right or right to left. 
Now you don't have to spend months trying to learn the design, you 
can get right to quilting them in your quilts! 
Code: CG RQTA4   
Code: CG RQTA4LS  (Low Shank) 

 

Taj 
Inspired by the dome of the Taj Mahal, Taj is perfect for quilting 
curvy, pointed arcs on your quilts. This versatile tool can be used in all 
areas of your quilt, including borders, blocks and backgrounds.  Quilt 
along the outside to create: - Pointed arches in borders - Overlapping 
arcs - Rotate to quilt complex looking motifs.  Work along the inside of 
the tool to create: - A leafy allover design - Leaves in a row for thinner 
borders - Rotate to quilt flower-like motifs for blocks.  By combining 
the inside and outside, or alternating directions, you can come up with 
endless quilting possibilities.! 
Code: CG RQTA5   
Code: CG RQTA5LS  (Low Shank) 
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Perfect Ruler: 
 

 

Perfect 5 Ruler 
Cut an array of popular pre-cut shapes from a 5 inch square or from 
scraps.   Or cut around the ruler to cut your own layer cake!  Popular 
cuts such as the 2½, 3½ and 4½ inch squares are highlighted.  A 
diagonal line makes quick work of trimming half-square triangles. 
Code: CG RPERF5   

 

Perfect 5 Quilts 
This book will charm you, we're sure!  The Perfect 5 quilt book 
contains 16 quilts that will delight and inspire, all made with classic 5 
inch charm squares.  With options using 1, 2, 3 and 4 charm packs, it 
is the perfect companion to use up your fabric stash.  Dazzling and 
delectable, choose from an assortment of different quilt styles and pair 
them with your favourite precuts. 
Code: AL ISE-933   

 

Perfect 10 Ruler 
Cut an array of popular pre-cut shapes from a 10 inch square or from 
scraps.  Or cut around the ruler to cut your own layer cake! 
Code: CG RPERF10   

 

Perfect 10 Quilts 
The Perfect 10 Quilts book proves that it really is cool to be square! 
This book features the 10 inch square pre-cut that all quilters have 
stashed away and is packed with 16 fabulous quilts that simply use 10 
inch squares and background, so quilters can dive right in.  With full 
colour diagrams and clear instructions, this book is truly a Perfect 10! 
Code: AL ISE-926   
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Pineapple: 
 

 

Pineapple Trim Tool 
Create perfect 6, 8 or 10 inch finished Pineapple blocks by squaring up 
each round of strips as you go.  Since each round of strips is squared 
up before the next set is added, the blocks are perfectly square. 
Code: CG RJAW3   

 

Pineapple Trim Tool Mini 
Create perfect 4, 5 or 6 inch finished Pineapple blocks by squaring up 
each round of strips as they are sewn.  Since each round of strips is 
squared up before the next set is added, the blocks are perfectly 
square.  The cutting requirements for the centre square and the strips 
are printed right on the ruler. 
Code: CG RJAW3MINI   

 

12 inch Skinny Pineapple Trim Tool 
Create perfect 6, 9 or 12 inch finished Pineapple blocks by squaring up 
each round of strips as they are sewn.  Since each round is squared 
up before the next set is added, the blocks are perfectly square.  The 
cutting requirements for the strips and centre square are printed right 
on the tool.  The widths of the logs finish to 0.75 inch so even a 6 inch 
block looks impressive.  Add 4 more rounds to complete a 9 inch 
finished pineapple.  Add 4 more rounds to complete a 12 inch finished 
block.  It really is that easy and accurate. 
Code: CG RJAW12   

 
 

Quilted Friends: 
 

 

Quilted Friends 2½ x 10 inch 
This 2½ x 10 inch ruler features easy-to-read black and red markings 
printed in 1 inch grids marked in ⅛ inch and ¼ inch increments.  The 
exclusive embedded heart shaped gripper dots hold the fabric while 
cutting when pressure is applied.  Dashed lines are printed ¼ inch 
away from one 10 inch edge to aid in trimming seam allowances. 
Code: CG RQF    
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Quilted Friends 2½ x 6 inch 
This 2½  x 6 inch rectangle ruler features easy to read black and pink 
markings and is actually three rulers in one.  A ½ inch pink strip down 
the centre of the ruler separates the ruler into two 1 inch x 6 inch 
sections.  One side is printed in 1 inch grids marked in ⅛ inch and ¼ 
inch increments and a ¼ inch dashed line along the length of the 
ruler.  
The other side features a 1 inch x 3 inch segment printed with solid ⅛ 
inch grids and a 1 inch x 3 inch segment printed with ¼ inch solid 
grids. 
Code: CG RQF26   

 
 

Scrap Templates: 
 

 

Scrap Crazy Templates 
Cut 5 pieces from 3 templates to create a Crazy Patch block that 
finishes 8 inches.  All of the pieces can be cut from scraps, 6 inch 
strips or 10 inch pre-cuts.  Make a crazy quilt by embellishing the 
seams with your favourite embroidery stitches. 
Code: CG RMT4   

 

Scrap Crazy Play Book 
This book includes 7 Projects featuring the Scrap Crazy Template Set 
from Creative Grids (Order Code: CG RMT4). 
Code: AL TQC104   

 

Scrap Crazy 6 inch Templates 
Create 6 inch finished blocks with the 4 templates in this set.  All of 
the pieces can be cut from those odd sized scraps in your stash or 
stack fabrics and cut multiples in a matter of minutes.  The tips are 
trimmed when needed so the pieces sew together perfectly every 
time.  Then, embellish the seams with your favourite decorative 
stitches and threads.  Make an entire quilt or sew them into a scrappy, 
decorative border. 
Code: CG RMT6   
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Scrap Crazy 6 inch 
This book features 7 quilt projects you can make using the Creative 
Grids Scrap Crazy 6 template set (Order Code: CG RMT6).  The 
template set is the perfect way to use your scraps in the Crazy Patch 
style, but the templates also do much more.  Learn to use the 
templates in alternate combinations to create unique projects. 
Code: AL TQC105   

 

Crazier Eights Template Set 
Create 8 inch finished Scrap Crazy blocks with the 5 templates in this 
Crazier Eight set.  All of the pieces can be cut from those odd sized 
scraps in your stash or stack fabrics and cut multiples out of 10 inch 
squares in a matter of minutes.  The tips are trimmed when needed so 
the pieces sew together perfectly every time.  Embellish the seams 
with your favourite decorative stitches and threads.  Make an entire 
quilt or sew them into a scrappy, decorative border.  The template set 
comes with fully illustrated step by step instructions. 
Code: CG RMT7   

 

Crazier Eights Playbook 
This is the companion book for the Crazier Eights Template Set (Order 
Code: CG RMT7).  This 16 page booklet includes instructions for 
cutting from scraps, 10 inch squares and fabric strips for effective use 
of your fabrics.  Learn to use the 5 templates as a set, individually or 
in different combinations to create the eight featured projects in the 
book. 
Code: AL TQC107   

 
 

Speciality: 
 

 

18 Degree Segment Ruler 
Use this 18 degree circle segment ruler to cut 20 petal round or 
pointed Dresden Plates from strips with no waste of fabric.  Each petal 
can be cut up to 8 ½ inch to create Dresden Plates up to 16½ inch. 
Create Fan blocks by combining 5 segments. 
Code: CG R18CF   
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Charming 5 Square Ruler 
This simple 5 inch square template is designed to work with the other 
templates in the Charming 5 Square series.  Use the template to cut 5 
inch squares; 2½ x 5 inch rectangles or 2½ inch squares.  Or, use the 
crosshatch marks to centre a feature print.  Combine the 5 inch fabric 
squares with the pieced blocks from the entire series for limitless 
design possibilities. 
Code: CG RFFQ1   

 

Curved Corner Cutter Quilt Ruler 
Use the Curved Corner Cutter to create round corners on your 
projects.  Choose curves with a radius of 1½, 2 or 3 inches.  Each 
curve features black 45 and 90 degree markings. 
Code: CG RCCC   

 

Face Mask Template 
The Face Mask Template is a 3 in 1 template that makes a small, 
medium or large sized mask.  An instruction guide is included with the 
template.  The Face Mask Template is a fast way to cut out shaped 
double layered face masks.  Simply stack 2 coordinating fabric pieces 
(two times with right sides together) and cut around the template with 
a rotary cutter.  There will be a total of 4 pieces, an outer set and an 
inner set.  This template also features pleat marks to give the mask a 
more custom fit after construction. 
Code: CG RFACE   

 

Folded Corner Clipper Tool 
No need to draw pencil lines!  Since you have to trim the corner 
anyway.  Why not trim it first, and use the raw edge as your seam 
guide? Since the corner was trimmed with a straight edge, your bonus 
triangle is ready to sew into a Half-Square-Triangle Block!  And, use 
the 45 degree angle to create binding or mitered corners. 
Code: CG RFCC    
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Folded Corner Clipper Tool Extra Large 
Twice the size of the original Folded Corner Clipper (Order Code: CG 
RFCC), the Folded Corner Clipper XL can span a 10 inch block and cut 
wide, mitered borders.  No need to draw pencil lines when prepping 
your favourite blocks such as snowballs, flying geese, diamonds in a 
square and cornered rectangles!  Since you have to trim the corner 
anyway, why not trim it first and use the raw edge as your seam 
guide?  With the corner trimmed with a straight edge, your bonus 
triangle is ready to sew into a Half Square Triangle block!  Or, use the 
45 degree angle to create binding or mitered corners.  Also, use the 
additional printed angle line to square up and trim the corners from 
any pieced block.  Adding triangles to the corners of a pieced log cabin 
block, for instance, is now easy and accurate! 
Code: CG RFCCXL   

 

Kitty Cornered Ruler 
Make 11 different sizes of the Kitty Cornered block, two at a time!  Cut 
the odd angles with the tool, then trim them down to size after 
sewing.  Fast, easy and accurate!  Make two Kitty Cornered blocks at 
the same time, the printed cutting chart is right on the tool!  Create 11 
sizes from 1 to 6 inches - and every half inch in between. 
Code: CG RDH5   

 

Quick Trim Ruler 3½ x 12½ inch 
The Quick Trim Ruler features 90 degree angles that add the seam 
allowance when cutting triangles, eliminating the points.   
Use the eight drilled holes at one end as pivot points to draw circles 
from 2 inches to 22 inches (and every half inch in between).  Simply 
place a marking tool in the large holes drilled down the centre of the 
ruler and rotate it 360 degrees.  
This 3½ x 12½ inch rectangle features easy-to-read black and white 
markings printed in 1 inch grids marked in ⅛ and ¼ inch increments. 
Turn it around to cut whole inches.  Horizontal and vertical lines are 
printed on the rectangle so the centre of the ruler is easily 
distinguishable. 
Code: CG RMT1   
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Round Up Tool 
Use the Round Up tool for rounding corners on placemats, table 
runners and quilts.  Gently curves in two sizes are easy to bind.  No 
need to stop and turn at each corner!  You can also cut 8 or 10 inch 
circles for potholders and applique.  Cut drunkard's path, orange peel 
or petal shapes for applique.  Great to use with pre-cut 5 inch, 7 inch 
and 10 inch squares! 
Code: CG RATK1   

 

Scallop Template 
Add that awe factor to any quilt by creating a scalloped border in 3 
sizes, specifically designed for 2 to 12 inch borders.  The small size is 
perfect for borders that are 2 to 5 inches in width.  The medium 
scallop is ideal for 4 to 8 inch borders.  And the large scallop works for 
borders up to 12 inches.  Since you are creating this design element 
with paper templates, they can be spaced or overlapped as needed to 
fit any length of border. 
Code: CG RSCALLOP   

 

Small Bowl Cozy Template 
Creative Grids has released a template to make bowl cozies.  This 
nested set includes 2 sizes of bowls.  A complete set of instructions is 
included with the templates.  Note: Since the finished product is 
intended to be used in a microwave, you MUST use 100% cotton 
thread, batting and non-metallic fabric. 
Code: CG RBOWLS   

 

Square on Square 6 inch Trim Tool 
Create 3 inch or 6 inch square on square blocks.  No calculation 
needed - all the cutting measurements are printed right on the tool! 
Trimming each round as triangles are added creates perfectly square, 
uniform blocks. 
Code: CG RJAW7   

 

Square on Square 8 inch Trim Tool 
Create 4 inch or 8 inch square on square blocks.  No calculation 
needed - all the cutting measurements are printed right on the tool! 
Trimming each round as triangles are added creates perfectly square, 
uniform blocks. 
Code: CG RJAW8   
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Straight Out of Line Ruler 
The Straight Out of Line ruler creates unique four-patch blocks with 
the illusion of curves.  Ruler markings make it possible to cut squares 
from 4 to 10 inch squares (and every half-inch in between).  The 
finished size of the pieced blocks is approximately ¾ inch less than 
the cut block. 
Code: CG RKA3    

 

Turbo 4 Patch Template 
Create four-patch blocks in 16 different sizes ranging from ½ inch to 4 
inch finished sizes.  Place the markings on the ruler directly on the 
seam line and trim.  Since the blocks are trimmed after cutting, sewing 
and pressing, any distortion caused by these steps is corrected and 
each four-patch will be the perfect size every time!  This trim tool is 
the perfect companion for the 2½ inch and 5 inch precuts. 
Code: CG RDH3   

 

12 Inch Wave Quilt Ruler 
This 12 inch Wave Ruler designed by Judy Niemeyer will add a quick 
curve to any traditional or paper-pieced block measuring 6 or 12 
inches in width and 3½ inches or greater in length.   
Code: CG RWAVE   

 
 

Strip & Stripology: 
 

 

90 Degree Double Strip Ruler 
Use the straight side of this double strip ruler to cut 1½ inch and 2½ 
inch strips (or use the pre-cuts that are on the market).  Sew these 
strips together to create a 4½ inch wide strip set.  Turn-a-Round the 
ruler to cut half-square triangles that finish 4 inches.  Place two strips 
of fabric (right sides together) and cut 5 pair of half-square triangles 
at one time without wasting any fabric. 
Code: CG RDBS90   

 

Trapezoid Strip Ruler 
Use the straight side of this single strip ruler to cut 2½ inch strips, or 
use the pre-cuts that are on the market.  Turn the ruler around to cut 
half-square triangles that finish 2 inches.  Place two strips of fabric 
(right sides together) and cut 9 pair of half-square triangles at one 
time without wasting any fabric.  The holes in the ruler enable the 
rotary cutter to cut the triangles without damaging the ruler. 
Code: CG RSRTRAP   
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Tumbler Single Strip Ruler 
Use the straight side of this single strip ruler to cut 1½ inch and 2½ 
inch strips, or use the pre-cuts that are on the market.  Sew these 
strips together to create a 2½ inch wide strip set.  Turn-a-Round the 
ruler to cut tumblers that finish 2 inches.  Multiple layers can be cut at 
the same time, cutting nine tumblers at once without wasting any 
fabric.  The holes in the ruler enable the rotary cutter to cut the 
tumblers without damaging the ruler. 
Code: CG RSRTUMB   

 Stripology XL Ruler 
The Stripology XL combines all of the features you love in the original 
Stripology ruler AND the Stripology Squared.  This beauty combines 
the height of the Stripology Squared - so you can square up blocks up 
to 12½  inch - with the width of the original Stripology so you can cut 
up to eight 2 ½ inch strips or 14 1½ inch strips without ever moving 
the tool, reducing your rotary cutting time by up to 75 percent.  The 
2½ inch increments are marked with squares; the 1½ inch increments 
are marked with stars - no maths required!   
Need to cut in ¼ inch increments?  No problem, just follow the chart 
included in the instructions and use the ¼ inch line on the ruler.  We 
have added additional bells and whistles as well.  There are 60 degree 
lines as well as 45 degree lines; ½ inch lines; and additional markings 
to aid in cutting perfect triangles every time. 
Code: CG RGE1XL   

 

Stripology Squared 
Stripology Squared has all of the features you love in the original 
Stripology ruler and it will make squaring up a breeze!  The smaller 
size is easier to manipulate and is more portable so it is the perfect 
choice when travelling to classes and retreats.  Follow the easy-to-
read markings, squares for 2 inch cuts and stars for 1 inch cuts - no 
maths required!   
Stripology Squared includes markings to square up half-square 
triangles, quarter-square triangles and blocks up to 12 inches.  And, 
since the slots are longer to accommodate larger blocks, it is the 
perfect choice for cutting wider fabrics. 
Code: CG RGE2   
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Stripology Mini Quilt Ruler 
Stripology Mini Quilt Ruler has all of the features of the original 
Stripology Squared ruler plus a few additional features you will love. 
It includes markings to square up half-square triangles, quarter-square 
triangles and blocks up to 6 inch finished.  The smaller size is easier to 
manipulate and makes squaring up blocks a breeze.  Follow the easy-
to-read markings - stars for 1½ inch cuts and squares for 2½ inch 
cuts, - no maths required!   
Turn the ruler around and use the markings on the opposite edge to 
cut ¼ inch and ¾ inch cuts - no chart required.  Or use the ⅛ and 
3/8 inch dashed lines to cut eighth inch strips. 
Code: CG RGE3   

 

Stripology Quarters Mini Ruler 
The Stripology Quarters Mini Ruler is designed to work with units up to 
6¼ inches, you'll be able to cut ¼ inch and ⅛ inch increments as 
well.  Turn the ruler around and use the black and white squares to 
square up blocks up to 6¼ inches. Use the 45 degree lines to trim 
flying geese units down to ¼ inch increments. There are even 1½ 
inch cuts that are highlighted with black stars.  Great for fussy cutting 
and trimming embroidered blocks.  The flexibility of the ruler adjusts 
for the thickness of the embroidery giving you an accurate trim.  Ruler 
size: 8½ x 12½ inches 
Code: CG RGE4   

 

Stripology Book 
The Stripology nook includes 6 top selling strip patterns now made 
with 1½ inch strips.  Each pattern is offered in 3 different sizes, a Mini 
Quilt, Table Runner and a Crib size quilt.  Uses Creative Grids 
Stripology Ruler (Order Code: CG RGE1XL). 
Code: AL GE-508   

 

Stripology 2 Book 
Use your scraps, strips and fat quarters to make any of 6 new 
patterns, each one offered in 3 different sizes: Mini quilt, Table Runner 
or Crib size.  Use the Stripology Ruler to slash your cutting time by 
75% and works extremely well with these quilts as well as all your 
rotary cutting needs.  Simple piecing makes the projects suitable for 
beginner to intermediate skill level. Uses Creative Grids CGRGE1XL. 
Code: AL GE-510   
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Stripology Squared 
This beautiful 60 page book in full colour with detailed instructions to 
make any of the 10 different quilts, each one written for multiple sizes 
ranging from crib size to Queen or King size.  All of the quilts are 
made with 10 inch squares and the amazing Stripology ruler by 
Creative Grids. (Order code: CG RGE1XL).  Directions to use a regular 
ruler are included too. 
Code: AL GE-512   

 

Stripology Mixology 
Put your Stripology Rulers to work with 13 original quilts made from 
Precuts.  The book includes quilts made from 10 inch squares, 5 inch 
squares, 2½ inch strips and 1 ½ inch strips and tips on how to make 
your own precuts with your fabrics at home or yardage from the store. 
Full colour instructions for using all three Stripology rulers or regular 
rulers are included in the book, along with 13 delicious cocktail recipes 
to reward yourself with. 
Code: AL GE-514   

 

Stripology Mixology 2 
P ut your Stripology Rulers to work with this sequel to the first 
Mixology book. You will find 13 great quilts in multiple sizes, made 
from Precuts.  That includes quilts made from 10 inch squares, 5 inch 
squares, 2½ inch strips and 1½ inch strips.  Be inspired to put your 
stash to work by curating and cutting your own precuts.  Full colour 
instructions for using all three Stripology rulers or regular rulers are 
included, along with 13 delicious cocktail recipes. 
Code: AL GE-515   

 

Stripology Mixology 3 
The book illustrates 14 quilts using the Stripology rulers.  In addition, 
there are instructions for using regular rulers are also included in this 
book.  The quilts all use the popular precuts (5 & 10 inch squares, 2½ 
inch & 1½ inch strips) and the patterns are written for multiple sizes 
ranging from Crib size to King Size.  There is a special chapter in the 
book on using ½ yard bundles to make two quilts from the book 
which is a great and easy way for stores to make kits for multiple 
quilts.  There are also 12 unique and delicious cocktail recipes included 
in this book as in the previous books. 
Code: AL GE-516  
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Master Your Stripology Rulers 
This is the book for every Stripology ruler user.  Take your Stripology 
rulers beyond just cutting strips, squares and rectangles.  The book 
contains all the resources, techniques and charts to cut strips, 
diamonds, triangles and more in 1/4 inch and 1/8 inch increments. 
The book shows you great time saving techniques to make half square 
triangles, quarter square triangles and flying geese.  Some simple 
patterns to try the techniques are also included.  The book provides 
the tools to Stripologise any project you are working on with charts 
and illustrations along with videos at your fingertips. 
Code: AL GE-517   

 

Accessories: 
 

 

Gypsy Gripper (Large) 
The Gypsy Gripper is an easy-to-use accessory for holding your 
favourite ruler.  The Large Gypsy Gripper caters larger ruler sizes. 
Simply place the Gypsy Gripper on the ruler (it doesn't even need to 
be pushed down onto the ruler).  Apply the clips and the suction cup 
fastenings onto the ruler.  It's as simple as that. 
Code: CG GRIP LG   

 

Gypsy Gripper (Small) 
The Gypsy Gripper is an easy-to-use accessory for holding your 
favourite ruler.  The Small Gypsy Gripper caters smaller ruler sizes. 
Simply place the Gypsy Gripper on the ruler (it doesn't even need to 
be pushed down onto the ruler).  Apply the clips and the suction cup 
fastenings onto the ruler.  It's as simple as that. 
Code: CG GRIP SM   

 

Gypsy Quilter Sit Upon 
Sit comfortably for hours while quilting, sewing, reading, driving or 
just sitting around on a lazy day.  The Gypsy Sit Upon Can be used on 
hard or soft chairs, recliners, car seats or anywhere you sit for an 
extended period of time.  This softly inflated flexible disc acts like an 
exercise ball, preventing fatigue and reducing pressure on the 
tailbone.  Relieve lower back pain, strengthen your core muscles and 
improve your posture the easy way.  The nubby texture allows cool air 
flow and promotes improved blood circulation.  Durable purple 
rubberized material remains soft and pliable. 
Code: CG GRIP SIT   
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Double Sided Cutting Mat 
The Creative Grids Rotary Cutting Mat is double sided with one side 
featuring one inch grids with eighth inch markings over the entire 
surface.  All numbers are printed outside of the grid area, so they are 
always visible.   
Popular 1½ inch cuts are highlighted with white stars; 2½ inch cuts 
with white squares.  Eighth, quarter and third yard cuts are marked 
with dashed lines for easy reference.  The other side is designed to 
use with the Creative Grids Stripology series of rulers.  Line up the 
fabric and rulers on the spaced horizontal half inch grid lines. 
6 x 8 inch Code: CG RMAT68  
12 x 18 inch Code: CG RMAT1218  
18 x 24 inch Code: CG RMAT1824  
24 x 36 inch Code: CG RMAT2436  
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Left Handed Rulers: 
 

Squares: 
Size Code      
4½ CG R4LEFT      

6½ CG R6LEFT      

12½ CG R12LEFT      

       
       
       

 
Rectangles: 
Size Code      
6½ x 12½ CG R612LEFT      

6½ x 24½ CG R24LEFT      

       
       
       
       
       
       

 
 


